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Abstract: Inspite of many efforts taken nowadays still security threats can be seen everywhere. And from the starting we are using just single level password authentication factors, which is not sufficient to give more security. In order to be more secure we can think of Three Level Password Authentication System. So this is an idea to implement three levels password authentication for true users. In short we can say, this is to implement three level of security. The First level password constitutes of simple text based password and this effort is taken to resist shoulder surfing attack through the text password. The Color Combination password there is basically three colors red green blue (RGB) where user can set different combination of colors according to there choice just by clicking on those colors forms the second level of authentication. Third level uses a Picture Password there at first user have to select an image in jpg format to use as an password and then user can set the password by clicking on the image in different places. These three levels of password in securing the resources from unauthorized use.
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Introduction: This project gives more security to the user and validates user for accessing the system only when they have input correct password. The project involves three levels of user authentication. There are varieties of password authentication systems available now a days but many of which have failed due to bot attacks while few have sustained it but to a certain limit. In short, almost all the passwords authentication system available today can be broken down easily. Hence this project is aimed to achieve the highest security in authenticating or validating correct users.

This project contains three logins which include three different kinds of password system. The password difficulty increases as the authentication level increases. Users have to enter or input correct password in order to successful login. Users will be given privilege or have rights to set passwords according to their wish. This project comprises of text password i.e. passphrase, color combination and graphical password for the three levels respectively. Along these lines there would be immaterial odds of bot or anybody to split passwords regardless of whether they have broken the principal level or second level, it is difficult to break the third one. Consequently while making the innovation the accentuation was put on the utilization of inventive and untraditional techniques. Numerous clients locate the most broad text-based secret key frameworks hostile, so on account of three level secret key we had a go at making a straightforward UI and giving clients the best possible comfort in solving password.

Literature Survey:

- Ahmad Almulhem et al. have proposed an alternate method for the text passwords. They suggested replacing text passwords by graphical passwords, which makes password more memorable and easier for people to use. In addition, the graphical password is more secure.
- Ahmet Emir et al. proposed the confirmation framework „Pass Points Graphical Password”, which comprises of a succession of snap focuses (express 5 to 8) that the client picks in a picture. The picture is shown on the screen by the framework. The picture isn’t mystery and has no other job than helping the client recollect the snap focuses. Pass point makes secret phrase progressively more grounded and noteworthy secret phrase.
Proposed Model:

This one of a kind and easy to understand 3-Level Security System is including three degrees of security. Where the former level must be passed so as to continue to next level.

[1] Security at this level has been forced by utilizing Text based secret phrase (with unique characters), which is a standard and now a chronologically erroneous methodology.

[2] At this level the security has been imposed using Color Combination password there is basically three colors red green blue (RGB) where user can set different combination of colors by clicking on those colors.

[3] After the successful clearance of the above two levels, the 3-Level security system will be Picture Password there at first user have to select an image in jpg format to use as a secret word and afterward client can set the secret phrase by tapping on the picture in better places, at the hour of login the client need to pick a similar picture he have choosen to take as a secret phrase and afterward client need to click at similar spots where he/she have clicked at the hour of setting the secret word. Any programmer if in the extraordinary case, assume (albeit troublesome) will cross through the over two referenced security levels, will not have the option to cross the third security level, except if he approaches the first client’s email-id.
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Conclusion:
The three level security approach applied for a framework makes it exceptionally secure alongside being more easy to understand. This framework will assist obstructing With bearing assault, Tempest assault and savage power assault at the customer side. 3-Level Security framework is certainly is a tedious methodology, as the client needs to navigate through the three degrees of security, and should allude to his email-id for the one-time computerized created secret word. In this way, this framework can't be a reasonable answer for general security purposes, where time intricacy will be an issue. Be that as it may, will be an aid in territories where high security is the principle issue, and time multifaceted nature is auxiliary, for instance we can take the instance of a firm where this framework will be open just to some higher assignment holding individuals, who need to store and keep up their pivotal and classified information secure. In not so distant future we will include more highlights as well as make our framework adjustable. The world is being automated and all the workplaces and establishments are being modernized. So the utilization and requirement for this product won’t decrease. Additionally man consistently prefer to see all works getting increasingly secure and this undertaking does that.
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